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A cornputer model is presented which formalizes the
responses of the Senegalese artisanal fishery to changes in its
environment. The problern of a fishery's response to change is
first considered at a global system level. There, adaptive
processes are defined as the major determinant of the fishery's
response to change. The system's structure and function are
then formalized at the rnost local possible level (that of
comrnunities) and relared, through successive embedded
schemes, to the global level. An artificial intelligence forrnalism
is used to generate this progression. In a third part, some
simulation resulrs of the fishery model response to change are
discussed in support of the adequacy of this approach.

Un modèle informatique est décrit qui représente les
réactions d'une exploitation halieutique artisanale à des
changements de son environnement.Le problème du changement

est appréhendé à un niveau global où les processus adaptatifs sont
considérés comme les principaux déterminants de la réponse de
l'exploitation. La structure et le fonctionnement de l'exploitation sont
d'abord formalisés au niveau le plus local (communautés). Un formalisme
multi-agent issu de l'intelligence artificielle est utilisé pour la modélisation.
Par emboîtements successifs, ce cadre élémentaire est relié au niveau global
initial où l'exploitation et sa réponse au changement peuvent être étudiés.
Dans une troisième partie, quelques résultats de simulation sont présentés
comme support à une discussion sur la validité de l'approche.

Ferraris et al. (this vol.) and other authors have discussed the responses of fishing exploitation systems to changes in
their environment. Knowledge of these different networks and interactions leads to various questions about human
activities facing long or short term changes. For instance, for a monitoring purpose, it may be useful to formalize how
changes can affect these complex systems, identify likely responses, or help determine through which means this
evolution may be steered. On a modeling point of view, it is also interesting to provide new tools for these difficult
problems.
This work proposes a modeling scheme which answers some of these questions. The results presented here are based on
a modeling experiment pertaining to the Senegalese artisanal fisheries. The issues and hvpotheses are first presented antl
the system is defined. In a second part the mode1 is described. The third part presents and discusses simulation results.

1. THEPROBLEM OF CHANCE (WORKINC HYPOTHESES)
1.1. The fishery exploitation as a global adaptive systeni
To provide a working framework, the generic problem of fisheries' response to change is first considered rit a global
system's level (as in Quensière, 1993). At this scale, change can be considered to have four possible effects on the
exploitation (Fig. 1):
The first response type (Fig. la) occurs when the exploitation system takes advantage of the change and reaches a new,
-
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different, stationary state. For example, at the beginning of the 19jOs, outboard engines suddenly became available to
artisanal fishers ('technological change'). This drastically changed fishing practices, and impacted on fish landing, both in
ternis of quality and of quantity. The Government took interest in the artisanal fisheries, roads were built, and marketing
acti~;itiesevolved towards this promising sector (Chauveau, 1988).
In tlie second case (Fig. lb), the fishery exploitation system resists the change, and goes on with the same structures and
funtrions, the same level of activity or the same outputs. For instance, in the 1970s, the artisanal fishery of the north Coast
of Senegal was greatly dependent on bluefish (Pomatomus saltator). Scientific appraisals concluded that if the bluefish
speties resource happened to disappear, this would have 'disastrous consequences' for the artisanal fishery (Champagnat
et al., 1983). This resource has nowadays almost completely disappeared from the artisanal catches. The fishers responded
to this perturbation by quickly switching to other species and no major change, only weak fluctuations were observed to
occur at the level of the exploitation system (Laloë and Samba, 1990).
In Fig. lc, the fishery system is negatively affected by the change. It remains active but loses some functionality or output.
A Senegalese example can be provided here: in June of 1985, an important resource of sole became suddenly available in

the surrounding of Kayar, one of the main landing site of the country. This induced a migration flow of gill-net fishers
tow;irds this fishing area and landing site. The resulting competition between sedentary and nomadic fishers led to violent
conflicts between the two communities, which have persisted to date (pers. obs., September 1993).
Fig. Id depicts a 'non-adaptivo system: such system does not occur in Senegal, but has been described elsewhere, e.g., for
upwellingdependent fhheries (Glantz and Thompson, 1954; Chaboud, 1992). In ths case, the fishery system cannot adapt to
globiil ck~ngeand collapses.
In ariy of these four cases, the evolution process can be related to the adaptability of the system. Thus we have here a tool
to understand, and to formalize, the ways a given fishery system responds to change.

1.2. Local constraints to representation
1.2.1 - Human activity
If the fishery exploitation system as a whole can present adaptive characteristics, it is mainly due to the human actors
within this system. Indeed, through the past half century, most of the major changes observed in the Senegalese system
have been 'processed' by human communities (see the examples above). It therefore appears necessary to take into
account the various modalities of actions and reactions of the actors. This however. is best done at the local level.

1.2.2- Monitoring
In the case of resource exploitation, after a change whatever becomes of a fishery exploitation, its basic hnctionality
remains such as providing seafood, a positive currency balance, employment, etc. (Fonteneau and Champagnat, 1977;
Chauveau, 1984; Chaboud and Kébé, 1989). The means society at large has to impact the system dynamics may belong to
the macro scnle (e.g., the recent currency devaluation in Senegal; Kébé and Dème, 1994). These means are often local
such as fishing quotas, defining fishing zones, etc.
To take these local aspects into account, the adaptive propenies of an exploitation system must be understood as a 1-esult
of the interactions of lower-level elements of this system. This 'neo-systemic' approach of dynamics is presently developed
in several diFFerent fields such as physiology (Bagley and Farmer, 1991), ethology (Drogoul and Ferber, 1%3), sociology
(Nowak and Latané, 1992), or fisheries sciences (Bousquet et al., 1992).

1.3. Choosing a 'granularity'
Several levels can be selected For describing a system's behavior, ranging from the global, systemic view to the most
local mechanisms (i.e., individual behavior). It thus appears necessary to select the level or 'gnnularity' that is best
adapted to the objectives at hand.
The individual level appears computationally difficult, since it implies too many little-known processes to consider. On the
other hand, if a more global level is chosen (e.g., trading, fishing, consuming), important lower-scale mechanisms will be
missed. Moreover, it will prevent the study of the means that can be used to bear on global dynamics.
The granularity retained here is the community level, which is intermediate between the two above extremes. A
community is here defined as a set of human actors whose individual behavior can be considered equivalent. For example,
every trader in a given landing site can be assumed to sel1 fishes at the same market places, while fishers owning the same
type of gear will be considered to display the same behavior when faced to a change in their environment. In this sense,
they belong to the same community.
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2. THECOMPUTER MODEL
The growing power of computer simulations leads to increasing investigations of complex systems in the modeling
field. It now appears that most of the major concepts to be manipulated in this field (e.g., interaction, diversity,
orj;anization, memory, evolution, catastrophe, emergence) can be depicted fairly well. Scientists working on artificial
intrlligence have provided new, powehl formalisms to represent these concepts. From this new panel of techniques,
distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) and multi-agents' formalism are being used more and more for complex systems
and artificial life modeling and simulation. This technique is based on communication between objects and tlieir
environment (Ferber, 1994; Erceau, 1994). It has also been here retained for it allows the fine granularity tliat suits our
purpose.
Using DAI, a model was structured through different embedded levels. This chapter describes the different levels
modeled, from the most local (components) to the most global (exploitation system). Here, the first steps of the modeling
eff irt is to represent how the different components of the fishery system are organized and how they get information from
thtbvenvironment.

2.1 . Structure representation
Structurally, the fishery exploitation system is formalized as a few set of meaningful components (Le., communities,
stccks, markets, fishing zones, etc.). In the model these components are translated in a class hienrchy. For the Senegalese
exj~loitationsystem, the model class hierarchy is presented in Figure 2 , which identifies the limits witliin wliich the
imestigated system is defined.
A given class is defined by a set of fields and may contain several different objects or agents. For example, the agent
descnbed in Figure 3 belongs to the 'fisher-active-community' class. It is defined by several fields whose value characterize
it. lhese fields are for example its size (number of fishers belonging to this community), the equipment it owns (fishing
gears, canoe), the species it can harvest, the sites where it can go (landing sites, fishing zones), or the fishing tacticsl it
mav use. The set of fields is given by the class, the field proper values define each particular instance (e.g., particular
fisliing community). The field values can change depending on context.

Otlier type of agents are related to this community agent. The Kayarland current site for instance refers to another agent
belonging to the 'landing site' class. It is characterized by the different communities that are currently acting in it, the
spc,çies that are exchanged or eaten in this site, and the last price at which these species have been sold (to the customers)
or Sought (by the fish traders).
By defining several agents in each of the various classes, one mai obtain a global representation of the exploitation system
thus modeled.

A tactic corresponds to the practice qf a giuen fishing gear in a giuen fishing zone. used for targeling giuen fish .specie.i. Tbis 11atioll bas
beett extended and also corresponds ta a particular landing site.
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Fig. 2: Structural limits defined for the
Senegalese artisanal fishery exploitation
system (multi-agent class hierarchy).

2.2. The communication step
The only actions a computer agent can perform are sending messages to other agents, receiving messages from otlier
agents and providing 'back-answers' by means of new messages2. The arrows on Figure 3 present an example of the
relations constructed is this fashion. In this example, the st-ky-2fishing community needs to know the traders' demand for
its species of jacks (Carangidae) in its current landing site. st-ky-2 sends to the landing site Kayarland the message: "what is
the trader's demand for jacks?" (messages 2+2'). The 'landing sites' specific behavior to this message is to send itself a
message to know which traders are currently acting in it (34). The 'site' agent then sends the same message to al1 of tliese
knowii fish trading communities (5,5:5'7 Each trading community receiving this message is then able to answer it after an
interna1 evaluation (step 6 stands for another combination of messages taking into account information about vehicles'
maximum capacity, room available in vehicles, the market as demand for fish, the species preferred, the money avivailable).
The landing site then processes al1 the traders' answers and returns the answer back to the fishing community (7,8,9).
This process can be perceived as communication between agents (cg., community st-ky-2) and their environment (e.g.,
landing site, known traders)3. In the sense of the model presented here, this corresponds to communities gathering
information from their environment.
Almost al1 the functional representations of the fishery exploitation system are governed by this message-sending
formalism: by successive nesting, sets of messages such as those just described can be gathered for more global tasks (e.g.,
'knowing the traders' demand') which can in turn become part of an upper-level behavior (e.g., 'comparing different
traders' demand at different, known landing sites'). Thus, sophisticated tasks and global behaviors can be represented.
The Inessages are s~nallcol~~puter
routines;

3 The filtering protocol enables the representation of uncolnplete infoniration. For exanlple, in this case coliilnuni!)~C is not allo~uedto
knoiil about traders iuhich are not at their usual landingplace.
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ication between (computer) agents in the Senegalese artisanal exploitation system.

2.3. The decision step
When communities gather information of different kinds about their environment, they must decide what to do n.ith
this information (this need for choice is probably more acute when change occurs in the communities' environment).
Under this hypothesis, decision processes must be paid particular attention.
Using previous works on communities' behaviors, common sense rules and in situ interviews, several criteria have been
selected that may be involved in the communities decision processes. The conceptual scheme retained and represented
undertakes three classes of criteria: the objectives to reach (e.g., fishing, earning money) at the time of the clecision
process, the information gathered from the environment, and the communities' character and habits.
Using the representation described in the communication step, local tasks can be represented. The example in Figure 4
represents the decision process of a fishing community agent. In this example, the community already sold its fish, needs to
go back to fishing (objective) and must decide which kind of fishing tactic it will use (from the different behaviors it can
exhibit).
The process follows the circular path. The community objective is assumed to be already defined (here: 'going fishing')
and not represented here. The process begins with an 'information step' divided in three main parts: the community firsr
considers what equipment it owns related to its objective, in this case, a canoe, gillnets and lines (a,b). The community can
then obtain information from the corresponding fishing tactics (here, gillnet fishing tactic or line fishing tactic 's agents).
Thus, it gets connected to a new information flux constnicted by the particular tacticsi. In this case the community m.
know about the species potentially targeted , their fishing yields, their prices at the different landing sites (c,d,e). Also,
these communities are related to other contexts such as fish traders' demand for the species they can target or the motres
needed to practice a given tactic. Each time they practice the tactic, the fishing communities' own confidence for this tactic
will change: when, at preceding rime steps, fishers 'succeed' or 'fail' in practicing a given tactic, they gain or lose
confidence in their action. This implementation, partly based on confidence theoq (Le Cardinal and Guyonnet, 1994),
provides an evaluation criterion for the corresponding decision processes: the communities become experienced and take
into account this experience ducing the decision processes.
Each of the evaluation criterion can be given a priority depending on the 'social characters' of the community. For
example, depending on the fisheq investigated, a community can be more influenced by the cost implied by its choice
than by the benefit it can gain from it. In this example, the 'moving costs' choice criterion will be given more weight than
the selling price of species or fishing yields. The character field described in Figure 3 accounts for this balance benveen
each evaluation criterion. The weight given to each critecion (e.g., conjïdence 0.20) will lead each communitv to different
choices when faced to a given situation. By combining these weights, it is possible to represent different types of
communities (e.g., communities of young men preferring yields and prices or of old men to whom confidence or
community size may be more important). This quantitative transcription can be used to input qualitative or fuzzy
knowledge about the system's actors. An a m p l e is provided for the community size's criterion in the simulation resulrs
(first simulation, t26).

hl the conlputer ~iiodel,
Jshing tactic are agents in the stdctlil saine
the coritinunitiesare. The)'are able to send and receive niessage
depending on the ualite of their dzfere~ztsdefiniiigjlelds.Thq can therefore coiiiniunicate with other gpes of agents.
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Fig. 4: Schernatic representation of a cornmunity agent decision process.

In the following step (evaluation), the communities weigh each of these information, depending on their experience
and character and produce a decision. This decision leads one part of the fisher communitv to choose line fishing and
the other one gillnet fishing (given VL the expected value of line fishing and VG the expected value of gillnet fishing,
the community percentage choosing gillnet will be VG/VL+VG). 'The resulting action leads to dividing the community
agent into two community agents, one practicing gillnet fishing, the other one going on with line fishing. This
pariition induces changes in the fishery system. For instance, the distribution of fishing effort will be different fïom
beh~re;it will lead to new fishing yields, new species prices, new traders demand, new community sizes, different
confidences for each of the new communities and, therefore, changes in al1 further evaluations and decisions (i.e., the
nex: simulation's time step).
Since 'good' or 'bad' choices may govem adaptation to change, this decision-process level constitutes an important step to
represent whole system's dynamics. Observed dynamics of Senegalese artisanal fisheries were tlius simulated using a
simplified version of this model (Le Fur, 1995). Good agreement was obtained between in situ observations and model
simiilation. It was concluded that this decision process model would be reliable in simple cases.

2.4. The activity step
Apart from choosing, fishers also move, practice fishing, seIl or give their catches. Through change, performance and
results of these activities can also determine communities' dynamics. A decision process sub-model was completed to
account for these processes. These tasks have been implemented and organized through an 'activity cycle' in which the
decision process model is included.
The resulting activity cycle of this third modeling step is presented on Fig. j for the case of the fisher communities. The
whole cycle accounts for one time step. It arbitrarily begins when the fishers at a landing site decide whar would be the
best fishing behavior. The decision process first occurs (the DP symbol locates the decision process model thrit was
previously described). Once the fishers have chosen what fishing tactic they want to practice, they split into two
communities and with one sailing towards the selected fishing site. This task performs the removing unsold fislies,
spending money for the journey depending on the available equipment, informing related agents concernecl by this move
(e.g., traders at the landing site left, arriva1 in the fishing zone). When fishers arrive at a fishing zone, they actuallv fishj
and, depending on their success, change their confidence for the particular fishing zone and tactic choice selected. The

[FI
legend:

functional task

1 informationcontext

(rom Fig.2)

L - - - _ - _ - _ - - - - - A

Fig. 5: Fisherrnen cornrnunities' activity cycle.

5 In this step, fisl~ingyields can begenerated through various ii~eanssuch as obsei~eddata files or iilultispeciesand niulti-gearsprodictio~i
iirodel (Laloë and Saniba, 1991). Response curves can also be introduced to siii~ulateanjl eveïit afecting,fish stocks (e.g; statiolzu~'j'ields,
catastrophe-like decreaselincrease, szrdden appearance of neiu species, etc.). The DAI forïiialisii~ can be also useci to iiiake this task
dependent on the gear thefishers ocon and choose, the species availabili[)~
in this,fishing zone and the nuniber of flshers,froiir othei*
coiiiiiruï7itiescurrentljl acting in thisfishing zone.
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next task makes them go back to the landing site (given by the chosen tactic, see decision process step). Selling occurs,
nioney and fishes are exchanged, new confidences and new information are gained. The results of this activity will lead to
new choices in the next time step.

as an important role as fishermen in the artisanal exploitation system's dynamic (Cliaboud and
k.ébé, 1989). A second cycle accounts for fish-traders' choices and activity. It has been formalized in the same way as the
fishers' (Fig. 6). The traders' cycle starts when the fish traders have sold their fishes in a given market place. They then
h;ive to choose a harbor where they will supply for new fishes. Another task makes them move towards a given landing
place. There, money and fishes are being exchanged.
111Senegal, fish-traders play

Ti) account globally of the exploitation system's dpamics, these two cycles have been connected and organized in an
upper level 'interaction step'.

2.5. The interaction step
Exchanges of fish and money are the main links between traders and fishers, and thus, transactions play an important
role in the dynamics of the system. In Senegal fish prices may change fourfold during the same day (Chaboud and Kébé,
1989). Moreover in Senegal, bargaining is an important social phenomenon; almost a social dut?. Price setting was
formalized to account for this through a 'bargaining' sub-mode1 which represents selling as private contracts between
different communities. At the beginning of the 'transaction task' (Fig. 6), each selling community gets information from its
si~rroundings(Le., send messages). It evaluates the cost caused by the previous activity (moving, fishing) and proposes its
price. The buyer (fish trader, customer) considers its previous costs or needs and put forth its own proposition.
IIIparticular game theory applications (Le., in cases where information is incomplete), the Bayes equilibrium States that, in
an auction, the best choice for an actor is to propose a third of its maxinium price (Guerrien, 1993). As bargaining ma?
appear functionally close to auctions, we adapted this hypothesis for the selling transaction: sellers propose tliree times
tlieir lowest price, buyers propose a third of their maximum buying price. The final price of the transactions will be values
between the sellers' lowest price and the buyers' highest price. In decision theory, given A a set of acts, E the possible
ststes of an environment, the possible consequences (C) can be described through a probability distribution. A rule of
tkiumb (Charreton and Bourdaire, 1985) establishes the possible mean of this distribution (Le., final price) as:
maxinium of the distribution (i.e.,fishers'priceproposal)
+ minimum of the distribution (i e., traden' price proposal)
+ mode (i.e., finalprice in thisportfor the last transaction concerning this species)

.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3
Ir a given time step, the evolution of the traders' arriva1 in the port and their successive transactions cause the harbor's
fish prices to evolve. These fluctuations will again intervene in the agents' choices.

Once the fish traders have bought their fishes, they proceed to another decision process, choose a selling market place
arid move towards it. To obtain an equilibrated presentationof the interaction's cycle and a controlled inputloutput for the
fish and money fluxes, two more simple cycles have been provided. The first accounts for the local consumers in the
country - fish is the major source of protein in Senegal (Chaboud and Kébé, 1989). The other cycle accounts for the
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Fig. 6: Dynarnics of the fishery systcm interaction model.
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plants involved in fish exports - exports represent 40% of the Senegalese artisanal fishery production (Dème, 1988).
Bai-gaining was duplicated to account for interactions between consumption requirements and supply fluctuations and was
mcideled as part of the fish traders' activity cycle. This bargaining generates the market prices. This also allows to take into
account the fish market as another factor of change in the exploitation system.
At the end of this step, the exploitation model is a reliable functional system of interconnected levels. The external sources
of fluctuations can be generated by the dynamics of the resource, by changes in national consumption, by international
market prices, or by equipment and fuel costs. From the dynamics point of view, during a simulation, the communities'
ob ectives will change depending on the phase where they stand in the activity cycle (fishing, selling, moving, buying,
corisuming). Then, from one objective to the other, from one type of community to another and from one environment to
tht other, the decision process will lead to different (adaptative?) choices. The resulting activities will modi. the contexts
through rime and, by feed-back, influence the various evaluations processed by the human communities.

Using this model, we attempted to simulate the observed Senegalese fishely exploitation. For this purpose, available
ob:#erveddata were selected and formatted. Several quantitative data sets were used: artisanal fleet monitoring data, by fishing
gears and fishing places (CRODT, 1990), fishery yields for several species and types of engine, monitored daily at the various
lanijing sites in Senegal (Ferraris et al., 1993; Ialoë, 1992), species composition for each fishing tactic (Laloë and Samba, 1990;
Ferraris and Samba, 1992; Périnel, 1992), markets and fish traders characteristics and distributions of traded species
(Chaboud et Kébé, 1990), geographical information on the different sites, technical information such as vehicle costs,
capacities and abilities (Chaboud, 198j), fish consumption rates in the different cities of Senegal (Chaboud and Kébé, 1990)
etc. Most of the data selected for the simulations refer to 19861987, where the largest set of markets and consumption data
wa: available.The communities simulated are distributed through the different fishing and trading communities, markets and
harnor places, tactics and habits. In the initial conditions of the experiment (b), the whole sjstem communities represent
3 103 fishing teams, 1 278 traders, 75 479 customers, 1facto? (standing for a l exportation flwes). 14 market places, 9 landingsites, 13 fishing zones, 5 fishing gears and 6 vehicle types; 21 types of fish species and 43 fishing tactics are also described. Each
conimunity agent is given 200 000 FCFA/day (1 US $ z 280 FCFAin 1986187) for the first step of the simulation and allowed to
act 53r sevenl rime steps. Fishing yields are tactic-specific and remain constant throughout the simulations.
Global activiQ indicator: The initial issue is defined as the fishery's response to change. For feed-back at this level, we
developed an indicator of global system's response: in the multi-agent simulation model, eacli rime 3 message is sent or
received by an agent, information can be obtained from the computer (in one simulation time step, million messages are
senr). Depending on the aspects of the system, that are studied (e.g., productivity, strategies, distributions), printed
me:sages can be filtered to keep only the ones corresponding to the investigated fields (cg., moving, selling, fishing,
choosing, bargaining). Depending on the intensity of the activity, the amount of messages at a given rime step will
fluct.uate. The procedure thus saves, at each time step, al1 printed messages ont0 the hard disk. Depending on
conimunication intensity, these messages' files can contain from several hundreds to several hundreds of thousands lines.
The evolution of the file sizes was traced from the beginning to the end of the simulations as an indicator of the 'system's
activity' (when no messages are produced, that the system is 'inactive' or 'dead').

Some results obtained from these simulations are described beiowb.
in the first simulation, only the fishers' activity cycle (Fig. 5) is considered. The total number of fishers in the system is kept
constant throughout the simulation as are the selling prices at the different harbors. Moreover, fishers' communities are
allowed to sel1 their entire catch every time they proceed to the selling task.
The curve on Figure 7 provides the evolution of the system's activity indicator for these simulation. System's activity
quickly expands at the start of the experiment, producing diversity in the communities7.Activity then decreases tlirough
time. The system was allowed to run for GO time steps (one step equals l j days in this example). During the simulation,
three kinds of change have been introduced; a 'bioiogical' change at tll, a 'behavioral change' at t16 and a 'teclinical
change' at t4? The resulting reactions of the system were studied.
A) For perturbation introduced at time tll, the catches of sardinella species was lowered by a Factor of 10 (from 300 kg per
trip for a purse seine to 30 kg/trip). This resulted to no reaction of the whole system (Fig. 7, point A). In the simulated
fishery, sardinella is mainly caught by purse seine; analysis of the simulation results (not shown) revealed that at that time,
a purse seine tactic would have survived this change, by switching to jacks (carangidae) (in the model, purse seine fishing
tactic allows fishers' communities to target both sardinella and jacks species; this type of behavior is obseived in the
artisanal Senegalese purse seine fisheries (CRODT, 1989)).
As the ports' prices were maintained constant throughout the simulation, the price of jack could have remained
sufficiently high to maintain interest in seine fishing.

B) The second change consisted in giving more weight to the 'community-size'criterion. During the decision processes, this
criterion provides a mean for fishers to take into account the size of the other communities as a confidence indicator for the
practice of their tactic (see 'decision step', Fig. 4): the more people practice a given tactic, the safest it will be to choose it, and
vice versa. Previous studies, for instance, in economics (Lesourne, 1990) and in fisheries (Allen and McGlade, 1986) have
pointed out the role of risk-aversion in dynamics where both 'followers' and 'risk takers' coexist. The change introducecl here
consisted in accentuating this character,e.g., more old fishers in the fishery, or more uncertainty in the input dynamics.
When this change was introduced (t26, point B), the systems' activity dropped, while the number of agents remained
constant. The modeled system lost activity because of this change. Nevertheless, it did not collapse, but reached a new, and
lower stationary state. After the period of change, the system remained at this low level, but with a slightly descending slope.
C) To investigate the absence of the systems' reaction to the change in sardinella purse seine fishing yields at tll, a final
perturbation was induced at t42. This consisted of allowing purse seine fishers to practice line fishing (i.e., 'providing
suitable canoes for practicing both types of fishing'). The effect of this change on the whole system results in an 'electric
potential' type response (Figure 7, point C). The fishers activity suddenly dropped a new, higher ievel (it 'benefited' from
the change). The system's activity thereafter went on with a slightly decreasing slope.

At the tinie of this paper's zuriting, the resltlts iuere iuork in progress: ,fiont the technical point of uiau the coherence qf the si8stentzuas
entirel11validated and sonie of the basic arbtasks no/ represented in satisfactoql fashion (eg., the task,for waluating the costs ii~uolved611
the coniniunity actit~itieson!^^ takes nlouing costs into account).

Aî the start of the experiment, sonle choices areforbidden until the comniunit1~agentsgatheral1 auailable infoni~ation.A+ the ageiltsget
niore infonttution, their range of choices silarges. As these choices are considered, these v q l nau possibilities create neiu coiiiintinitie.~.
zuhich increase the s?gste>iis'actiui(1~.
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Fig. 7: Change of the 'system's activity'
iiidicator during the first simulation (see text).
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In a second simulation, the extended exploitation system described in Figure 6 was investigated in some details. The model
mi allowed to simulate traders' activity cycle, bargaining and transaction processes and the dynamics of other, related
agents (markets, factories, customers, vehicles). This simulation was first run during 50 time steps, with the total number of
intiividuals in the system kept constant. However, economically unadapted communities were rejected: when, through
suc:cessive activiiy cycles, a given community comes to the point where it is in debt by more than 1jOO kFcfa/person, it is
nil::d out of the system (the agent is removed). During the simulation, two changes were introduced in the system.
Qt tll, a sudden increase in the 'fish demand' was simulated. This was realized at the local level (communication step) by
multiplying the size of each consuming community agent in the different market places by ten;
* at 117, the past experience of the fishery was removed (Le., the confidence fields described in the communication step of
:III communities have been set to zero);
Vinally, a test simulation was run with the same initial conditions, but with no change introduced in the system.

Thcm results, in Figure 8, present two evolutions of 'system's activity'. The first cunie accounts for the simulation with changes
introduced in the system and the other one without change (control). As in the first experiment, the system's activity first
explodes when the fisheiy model becomes 'accustomed' to its new environment. The activity then starts to decrease.
Unexpectedly, the frst perturbation at tll has no effect on the system. Two selected generic variables were plotted on Figure 9:
tht total size of agents (whole community size) in each active tvpe (fish-traders and fishers) and the amount of money earned
by rach agent from the start of the experiment (moneyhgent). It appears from the figure that multiplying fishing consumption
(firit change) provided more possibilities for traders to sel1 their fishes. This resulted in an increase of tnders' incomes but no
ch~ngeon the fishers' earnings. Nevertheless, the systems' activity did not benefit from this change and went on decreasing
(the reference curve on Figure 8 presents another possible scenario for the system's evolution).
The second perturbation, at t17, relates to the loss of the experiences by the agents. System's activity drastically declines
bur the system does not collapse. The activity goes on in another slowly decreasing dynamics. The community size's slopes
did not change nor did the money earnings.

The simulation was run, finaiiy through 400 steps with no more change introduced. The results are presented on Figure 10.
Some of the variables clearly fluctuate when others remain simhr. Moreover, in several parts of the simulation, the monetary
benefit of one of the two types of community (fishers, traders) occurs to the prejudice of the others (see arrows .inveited
evolution').FinaUy, for the whole range of the simulation, activity constantly declines. However, the system does not coiiapse but
becoines a very smaU, undiversified system (48 ffihers only pncticing in 3 harbors, 189 fish traders with sinau vehicles selling in 2
markets). At the same time, the agents' personai benefit increases. It can be here noticed that this configuration of a small fishery
exploitation is s d a r to that described earlier by McGlade and AUen (1984).

Fig. 8: Activity observed during
extended system's simulation (with
and without changes).
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Fig. 9: Sizes and earnings of
communities during the extended
system's simulation.
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Some parts of our modeling approach are discussed, notably: the rnodeling tools and limits of the hypotheses, the
rest-ilts of the simulations and the possible use of the approach.

4.1 . Modeling tool and hypotheses limits
The choice of a thin 'granularity' implies that a large set of information must be introduced at the beginning of tlie
simulations. The model structure then generates a huge amount of intermediate and final results, which makes such a
systém hard to validate.
The 'systems activity' indicator closely depends on the filter chosen for the messages. In this case, the indicator was rnostly
coniposed of choices, and bargaining messages (offer a price, refuse, etc.). It was therefore closely dependent on the
nurlber of communities (Le., behavior diversity). More objective methods (e.g., statistics) should make this indicator more
rob~st.

The communication step may not be viewed as occurring at the same conceptual level as the other steps of decision,
action, interaction, etc. Indeed, message sending between agents are computer processes that intervene at each level or
cycles where reality is simulated (Treuil, pers. comm.). Information therefore appears to create the ability of the
exploitation system to adapt, but this may be a bias of the multi-agent formalism that was used.

At a global level, a given change can produce unexpected effects as well as expected effects or no effect at al]. In the
first simulation example, the increase of communities' aversion to risk produced a large modification of the sjistems'
dynamics, whereas a drastic lowering of sardinella fishing yields did not. Sensitivity analysis seems necessary, therefore, to
better understand the results.
In the second simulation, an increase of fish consumption led to an increase of traders' earnings, but this monetai? effect
did not propagate al1 the way towards the fishers. A similar example was recently encountered in the Senegalese
exploitation system: just after the currency devaluation at the beginning of 1994, artisanal fish exports increased. The fish
traders interviewed in Kayac felt satisfied with the new situation whereas the fishers were negatively affected by the
change. It appeared that the fishers went on selling their fishes at the same price, while fish traders were selling theirs at
the new international price (without telling the fishers). The problem was finally partly solved by the fishers 'syndicate'
which mled on the prices (Le Fur, pers. obs.).
In each of the reported simulations the systems' activity slope is always descending. It therefore looks as if the system tends
to collapse (other simulations not shown here confirm this result). From the processes represented in the model, it appeared
that the agents' possibilities are too restricted to fully explore their environment. Indeed, if a fisher communitv clin get
information about two possible tactics, if a drastic change occurs in the environment that greatly affect both of the tactics, the
community will not have the mean to adapt8. This case occurred for the purse seine in the first simulation: when the
sardinella catches were lowered at tll, no change occurred since the communities went on fishing for jacks. #en these
purse seine fishing communities were alowed to practice another fishing tactic (line fishing at t42),most of them changed to
the new tactic, as if they were unsatisfied with their current earnings @oor catches of sardinella). It will be noticed that this
also resulted in a higher level of activity in the system (and thus, to better adaptation of the system).

4.3. Extension of the model
The communities fish, sell, move, they become experienced through several decision processes. Nevertheless, they
still are only concerned with one activity objective. For example, the fisher communities can only decide which fishing

At the conzputer level, thisphenonrenon seenls to conlefroin ~rnexploitedposibili~ies:
since the agents'.fieldsare defined at once, n,fisl~er
coiiiiizuni~~~
with its usual species or a fish trader tuith its potential selling iirarkets will be unable to change i f their knoivledge reiiiaiia
static. Thesefield values define the inforiilation networks auailable to each agent. Theproblenz there appears to give the abi1iti:for the agents
to change their sources of information (see adaptation step, n a t paragraph).
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behivior to go on with. To better model change, it would be interesting to complete the adaptation scheme with new
'reality-like' choices such as 'am i satisfied with my current situation?', 'do 1 get the best context to work?', 'is it profitable
to ir,.vest?or 'am 1 happy to be a trader?'.
To represent these processes, the model could formalize a new adaptation step embedding the interaction step. This
'adaqtation step' is tentatively described in Figure 11. The whole model described is here considered as one global task,
part of an upper level system's cycle where a generic decision task concerns every agent. In the DAI formalism, the
pre~iouscycle is considered as a one unique task corresponding to producing (Le., working). In the same wajr two otlier
cyclirs (Le., tasks) can be produced. In each of these new cycles, communities can decide not to produce, fish, sell, moire,
but .ils0 to adopt new fishing tactics (buying gillnet for example will acknowledge new available information on species,
traders, etc.), to buy biggei.vehicles or new fisliing gears. In the computer model, tliis gives the possibility for the agents to
obtain more information from other agents in the system. The community can even decide to change more drastically
('mr;tatel in Fig. 11). This last task can express, for instance, changing jobs (fishers becoming traders), leaving the fisheq,
becclming industrial nrorkers, etc. At this upper leilel, communities can adapt through several goals and not only througll
theii producing activity (they have more choices and possibilities to adapt). These three upper cycles are driven by
another upper level cycle. In this 'adapt' cycle, the community agents evaluate their current state and, using the same
deci:;ion process model, choose the best from the three activity cycles.

Fishing, selling, moving
(getting experienced)

Changing jobs,
leaving fishery,
becoming industrial
or artisanal, etc.

an adaptation step?

Adopting new fishing tactic,
new market place,
buying bigger vehicle,
new fishing gear...

The initial issue was foundecl on a global perception within which the reactions of fisheries to change can be studied as
a reduced set of global response curves. This approach is as a simple way to study and understand change and its possible
effects on a complex fishey exploitation system.
The hypothesis of a global system, and multi-agent formalism makes it possible to represent a system's global beliavior
based on local meclianisms. Moreover, tlirough successive rnodeling steps, \\le can successively deal \vit11 conînzunicntio~î,
decision, nctivity antl internctio~zsteps. \Y1e finally proposecl a new ndaptntio~îstep. This modeling scheme, 'from global
to global through local processes', m3y be proposecl as a generic mean to model 2nd investigate the dynamics of
exploitation systems in general.
Some of the simulation examples provideci unexpected results and mai require the current 'reality' transcription to be
improved (this was discussed as a possible bias of the approach). Despite this, it pro\ied possible to simulate different local
changes in the same system, and to simultaneously analyze a global sjstems' behavioi-9. The fine 'granularity' selected for
the model also made it possible to study a large array of local indicators (species fluctuations, community confidences,
prices' evolution, distributions of tactics, etc.). Thus, if change occurs in real systems, it appears possible to better identifi
that pan of the system from which good or bad consequences may be expected.

The author acknowledges the Centre d e Recherches Océanograpliiques d e Dakar-Thiaroye, Senegal, for the
quantitative and qualitative data used in this work and for access to the vast literature on Senegalese artisanal fislieries.
Thanks are also due to several field staff for their help during in situ inteiviews.

The sitiiztlatioispresented here are onIl' concen~ediciith static, pirilctual change. It ii~oitldbe i~iterestiigto shrd)~the @ect qf di,lmil,ical
changes sirch as trend4 injktioiis, continziolisdepletioil, etc.
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